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LED CAMPING LIGHT
With Passive Infrared Sensor

V2.0

Appearance：
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Thank you for choosing our LED products! Please read the
manual before using and use the light right according to
manual.

Product Features ：
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With passive infrared sensor, turning on/off
automatically according to human activity at
night.
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White light and red light.
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Built-in magnets, sticking to metal.
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Hook on ends, hanging anywhere.
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Packing List
Light

x1

USB cable

x1
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Metal sheet x1
Manual

x1

Lanyards

x2

Built-in magnet
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Power indicator
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Built-in photodiode
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Passive Infrared Sensor
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Hook

Switch
Charging Port
USB dust plug
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Operation Instruction：

Specifications：

1.The light has 2 levels white light and 2 levels red light. The third
level of white and red light is PIR mode (Passive Infrared Sensor).
2.It turns to the first level white light by pressing shortly or for long
time when it is off.
3.Pressing for long time will switch off the light at any mode.

Name

Powalite +

Input

DC5V/0.7A

Lumens

CCT.

4.Lighting Modes:

Battery

White light: low – high – PIR Mode – low – high…
5.Double press will change color of light when it is on and it will
turn to the first low brightness mode.
6.PIR Mode: When the light flashes 4 times, then continuously
keeps lighting around 10 seconds, it shows the light enters PIR
mode which only works on dark surrounding. It will automatically
light up when human walking around and will be off and enter
sleeping mode if no human around. Under this mode, it only
works when PIR detector turns to human.
7.Charging indicator flash 1.5 times per second.
8.Charging indicator will keep flashing when charging and it turns
red on when the light is full charged.
9.Charging and Running Time:

Please Note

100lm (MAX)

Model

Powalite+

Power

1W (MAX)

Charging port

Micro USB

CRI

5700K

1. Neither put or use the lamp in high temperature or
extreme environments nor exploded under strong sunlight.
2. Do not throw the lamp into fire in case of the happening
of fire disaster and explosion.

≥80

Li-ion 3.7V/2600mAH/9.62Wh

Charging time

Red light: low – high – PIR Mode – low – high…

3. Please put the lamp in where children can’t reach.

4-5hrs

Operating temperature

0~40 ℃

Storage temperature

-10~50 ℃

4. Please do not disassemble the lamp.
5. Please do not shake, beat or strike the lamp.
6. Please do not to use the lamp if the lamp is abnormal,
such as leak or plump.

Distance of PIR is within 3 meters.

7. Do not rub your eyes but wash your eyes immediately
with clean water if the liquid leaked from the lamp enter
your eyes, and go to the hospital when it is serious，and
to contact customer service.

Delaying 10 seconds means the light will power off after
10 seconds without detecting human activity when PIR
mode is on.
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8. It is normal that the temperature of the lamp surface
increases. During or after using the lamp, please take it
carefully.

In the following situations, please immediately cut off
the power supply and seek help from a technician.

9. Children are not allowed to use the lamp when no adults
are around.

◎ Any liquid, including rain or water, spills into the product that
will damage electronic components.

Charging time: 4-5 hours
It will keep working about 7 hours at high brightness mode after
full charged.
★Above data are tested at laboratory. Actual running time will be
in difference for difference of individual product components and
environmental temperature influence on lithium battery.
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10. Please check the voltage requirements before using
the lamp in case of damaging the lamp because of wrong
voltage or power.

◎ Products gives off gas or have an unusual flickering.

◎ The cable is damaged and one can see the bare wire.

11. Please charge the lamp at least once every three
months.

◎ The shell is broken.

12. To avoid injury or damaging to property, please pull out
the power line when not using the lamp.

Please do not arbitrarily
discarded products

13. Please do not place the lamp in wet environment or
water when charging.
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